








USS Delphyne 9810.26


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CEOMadred:
@::passes through the station checking the status of the repair teams::

CPOJackso:
@::monitors the effiency of the field generator being used on to maintain the stations core systems::

CPOYang:
@::watches Jackson's hands move over the field generator with skill ...... what makes him a good engineer::

CPOTraidr:
::enters Main Engineering looking for Ensign Lefler::

TO_NaVar:
::leaves the torp room and heads to the TL for the bridge::

EO_Lefler:
::In engineering:: Sees Traidrer walk in

CMORevvik:
@::on the outpost in hospital::

XO_Grant:
@Comm:Delphyne: what is your status?

CSO_Ryan:
::looks at sensor log of outpost trying to figure out what kind of wepons were used::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Going over comm and shipping records.::

CPOTraidr:
::moves to where the EO is working and smiles at him:: EO: Well, Daniels 07 has enough medical supplies for the next Century ..... ::grins::

FCO_Wall:
::at FC on bridge::

Sci_Psion:
::on the bridge...at science station::

CMORevvik:
@Paul: where are your critically injured? ::pulling out tricorder::

CEOMadred:
@::walks up to Jackson and Yang who are still monitoring the Field Generator .... seems they have not moved in days::

EO_Lefler:
CPO: Thats good. Now if we can get those defenses up we can get some sleep

TO_NaVar:
::stops by Medical to hand off his medical records to the CMO, as he didn't get a chance when he first came onboard::

CPOTraidr:
::glances at Lefler:: EO: Defenses ........ oh the sation ...... from what I hear ... things are going pretty well.  They should be packing up in a matter of hours.

CPOJackso:
::nods to the CEO as he approaches::

CMORevvik:
@<paul> CMO: over here sir.  ::walks toward a corner, pointing::

CPOJackso:
@CEO: What can we do for you ..........

EO_Lefler:
TRDR: Good to hear

TO_NaVar:
::CMO isn't on the ship, so hands off records to someone in Medical and reports to the bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::continues to monitor and maintain orbit, quickly taps buttons on panel::

XO_Grant:
@comm:Delphyne:MR.Ryan any news on weapons systems?

CMORevvik:
::runs the tricorder over the bodies::

Sci_Psion:
::performs routine scans::

CEOMadred:
@Jackson: Just wanted to see how you guys were doing ...... you've been working nearly non stop for three days now ..... enough to take the toll on anyone.  ::looks the two over::

TO_NaVar:
::moves out of the TL to the bridge and over to CTO Bridges:: Duty complete in Torp room sir. Next assignment?

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* How are things going down there sir?

CPOYang:
CEO: No worries ...... we are keeping busy ...... ::hears the EO's com come in and shuts up::

CSO_Ryan:
*grant*:im anylizing the data now so far there are trace elements which would only be left from a plasma based disrupter

CEOMadred:
@*EO*: Fine Lefler ...... expect the away teams back within the hour ..........

EO_Lefler:
*CEO* Understood. Lefler out.

XO_Grant:
@COMM: DElphyne: MR. Ryan patch me into Capt.Kem'et pleas

CSO_Ryan:
*XO*:acknowleged

CEOMadred:
@::nods to the Team of two and decides he really should check on Ryan in the staion Ops, turns and moves off, shouting over his shoulder:: Jackson: The station should be able to support itself shortly ...... start taking down the Field Generator .........

CSO_Ryan:
::patchs in grant to kemet::

EO_Lefler:
TRDR: Looks like repairs are ahead of schedule. Any word on the Satelite repair team?

CPOJackso:
@::nods and gives Yang a grin:: Yang: Told yah ........ today we go home.

CMORevvik:
@Paul: my med team can take care of most of these people, I just need to get some more supplies down here.

CPOTraidr:
::glances up as he was lost in thought:: EO: Umm, I will check in with them right away, sir.

XO_Grant:
@:: notices no sound from Capt.::

CEOMadred:
@::moves down the corridor of the station, looking around nodding to the different engineers he passes::

FCO_Wall:
*XO*: CO went to the holodeck

CPOYang:
@::smiles back at Jackson::

CTO_Nash:
TO:make sure security teams are positioned and thare is enough on the station

XO_Grant:
@CEO:I am returning to ship, you are now in charge of AT

CEOMadred:
::passes by the security guards outside of the OPS center ....... and spots the XO:: XO: Understood ........

CEOMadred:
<@>

TO_NaVar:
::nods to CTO and moves over to aux Tac station to check Security reports. then sets up another security team to meet him in TR1 to beam down to the surface::

XO_Grant:
@COMM:Delphyne:TRansporterroom1: one to beam up

CMORevvik:
@*EO* will you send me down 2 truama kits?

EO_Lefler:
*CMO* There on there way.

CEOMadred:
@::moves over to look over Ryan's shoulder in Station OPS:: Ryan:: So, what do yah think?

CEOMadred:
@::leans against a bulkhead::

TO_NaVar:
::moves throught the ship to TR1 and waits as XO is being beamed aboard::

XO_Grant:
<transporterroom1chief>:COMM:XO, yes sir

CMORevvik:
@*EO* thank you.. ::walks toward the injured counting::

XO_Grant:
::dematerializes ::

EO_Lefler:
TRDR: You have Engineering. i am going to get some supplies down to thw surface

Sci_Psion:
CSO: I have nothing unusual to report.  Orders sir?

XO_Grant:
::rematerializes onboard::

TO_NaVar:
::stands with security team and salutes XO as he comes aboard::

EO_Lefler:
::Heads for turbolift:: Sickbay

XO_Grant:
::returns salute to En::

CPOTraidr:
::reenters Main Engineering and moves to Lefler's side handing him a data PADD and watches him walk off with it ........ :: EO: Aye sir ...... ::takes Main Enginering::

TO_NaVar:
XO: Torp situation secure sir, now taking additional security teams to the surface.

EO_Lefler:
::Arrives in Sickbay and walks into storage room::

XO_Grant:
EnsNavar:Good, proceed

XO_Grant:
::exits transporterroom1, heads to holodeck::

EO_Lefler:
::Takes 2 traume kits and heads for TR1::

XO_Grant:
::arrives at holodeck, enters room::

TO_NaVar:
::motions to security team to get on the transporter pad and is the last to get on:: prepare to transport us to the surface chief.

XO_Grant:
::startled to see Captain unconcious::

CMORevvik:
@::checks the panels above 4 of the injured along the back wall.::  Martin: I need to take these 9 over here back to the ship ::points::  Lefler is sending down truama kits.  I want you to take care of these people.  Your in charge.

CPOYang:
@::begins to dismantle the Field Generator, waiting to take it off line at the last second::

TO_NaVar:
<TR1 Chief beams security team to the outpost>

EO_Lefler:
::arrives at TR! and places Trauma kits on Pad:: TrChief: Beam down to CMO coordinates  *CMO* Two pieces of equipment beaming down

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:anything on the sensors?

XO_Grant:
*bridge:THis is the XO, I have found the Capt knocked out send a medical team to help get him to medbay

FCO_Wall:
::looks down at his panel, checks::

EO_Lefler:
::Trauma Kits dematerialize::

TO_NaVar:
@:materilizes on the outpost with team: Spread out and form a tacitcal report.

CEOMadred:
@::waits for Mister Ryan's report ..... and then realizes he is talking to Lynam ...... ::OPS: Sorry Mr Lynam ....... I do not know the bridge crew well enough ..... how is your project proceeding?

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Nothing unusual.  But I will keep scanning.

CMORevvik:
@::pockets tricorder.  taps comm badge::  *Sickbay* I'm bringing in injured.  *EO* thanks  *TR1* 10 to beam up

CSO_Ryan:
Psion:make sure u are doing short and long range scans every 3 minutes

Sci_Psion:
::beeps away at console::

TO_NaVar:
@::finds CEO Madred:: Security teams forming tactical report of the outpost now sir.

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Correct sir.

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Well, there are a few anomalous log entries but nothing concrete yet.  I am checking for possible burst transmissions from the surface to a ship in orbit.

XO_Grant:
<transporterroom1chief>:COMM:CMO: yes sir

CPOJackso:
@:;assists Yang removing the first layer of transfer nodes on the field generator ..... the thing is harder to take apart than to setup::

Sci_Psion:
::keeps beeping away::

EO_Lefler:
::Looks at PADD Traidrer had handed him in Engineering. Repairs all wrapped up except for the Stations Defensive systems::

CEOMadred:
@::sees NaVar and smiles:: TO: Good of you to join us on Daniels 07 ...........

Sci_Psion:
::finds something...tries to localize it on sensors::

XO_Grant:
<transporterroom1chief>::engages transport, sending wounded and Mr.revvik to medbay::

Chris has left the conversation

CMORevvik:
@::dematerialzes off of the outpost with the 9 injured.  they rematerialize in Sickbay::


CEOMadred:
@::clasps NaVar's shoulder ....:: TO: It is good to see you again ....... can you have your security teams give my engineering teams a hand cleaning up?

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Picking up what seem to be residual warp signatures.

CSO_Ryan:
SCI: can u determine there course and speed?

CPOTraidr:
::walks around Main Engineering accepting reports that are incoming about the progress of the Away Teams::

CMORevvik:
ALL: get these people on Biobed!  ::runs to help Steggall::

XO_Grant:
*MEDBAY*:please send emergency team to holodeck 1 the captain is down

TO_NaVar:
@::grins and nods at the CEO:: Yes sir, I can indeed. ::pauses:: and it is good to see you again and well.

TO_NaVar:
@*Security teams* Assist all EO teams in clean up.

FCO_Wall:
*XO*: I kinda free should i come down to help you move the CO?

CEOMadred:
@::turns back to OPS as the TO walks off ...... :: OPS: Sorry, I ignored you Lynam ...... now, about these anomalous readings, any thing that SFC might want to look into, ::sits on a console::

EO_Lefler:
*TRDR* I am going to head up to the bridge

CMORevvik:
::hears the emergency call::  Steggal: I'll be back in a moment, you have sickbay again. ::runs out of sickbay with a team behind him::

XO_Grant:
*FCO*:stay at the helm , but ask CTO to send security here to help

CPOJackso:
@::enhances the remaining circuitry so it will continue to back up station Operations till the last second::

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: I don't know.  Have a look and see what you think. ::Hands PADD to CEO::

FCO_Wall:
CTO: XO needs a security in the holodeck to assist with the CO

CPOTraidr:
::likes being in charge of ME:: *EO*: Acknowledged .........

EO_Lefler:
::Heads for turbo-lift nearest to the Transporter room::

TO_NaVar:
@::walks over to CEO and OPS to see what they are looking over after sending orders to his team::

XO_Grant:
::access a panel in holodeck sees that Kem'et was hit by holocharacter::

CSO_Ryan:
SCI: Can u tell the heading of the warp signatures?

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  Scans indicate federation signature.  There also exist differences in the signature that obscure a positive identification.

CEOMadred:
@::glacnes at the data on the screen that Lynam is showing him:: OPS: Interesting .... defragmented files ..........

CMORevvik:
::enters TL, waits for the rest of the team to enter:: TL:  holodeck 1, highest speed

CTO_Nash:
FCO:ok  Nash to Sec teem 5:go to hollodeck 1

OPS_Lynam:
::Points out areas of interest to the CEO::

EO_Lefler:
::Enters Turbo lift:: Bridge!

CMORevvik:
::the TL hums at an alarming rate and reaches the destination quickly, the door opens::

CEOMadred:
@::nods to Nostin:: TO: We are trying to ascertain whether or not this is an inside job ...... ::looks at the section he is pointing too::

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: After the Lllath signals I've about had it with defragmented files.

Sci_Psion:
::beeps some more::

CTO_Nash:
FCO:should i go to the hollodeck too

FCO_Wall:
*XO*: a security team is on there way now.

CMORevvik:
::he walks around a corner to see the XO::  XO:  we're here

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Heading mark 32.3.

FCO_Wall:
CTO: one moment

CSO_Ryan:
SCI: Do you know what speed

XO_Grant:
*FCO*:acknowledged

TO_NaVar:
@::looks over the screen Jafo is pointing to and thinks as he examins it:: Burst relay fragments on the normal subspace carriers?

FCO_Wall:
*XO* should CTO join you also?

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: has anyone determined if there is any equipment missing from the station?

XO_Grant:
*FCO*:no

EO_Lefler:
::Enters bridge and heads to Engineering station. *ENG* Transfer engineering control to Engineering Station

CEOMadred:
@::slaps Lynam on the back:: OPS: I agree ..... tell you what ....... why don't we download what we can and move this study assignment back to the Delphyne.  My teams are ready to pull out and I do not intend to leave you here ...... ::gives him a rare smile and he stretches his long Terran frame -- is in a particularly good mood today::

Sci_Psion:
CSO: High warp...warp 7.

CMORevvik:
::runs up to the down captain.  runs a  tricorder over his obviously injured head::

FCO_Wall:
CTO: XO say no

XO_Grant:
CMO: I found him this way after a holo character had hit him

CTO_Nash:
FCO:understood

CSO_Ryan:
::hmm at warp 9.6 we could still catch them::

CEOMadred:
@Lyanm: No, nothing's missing that we can tell ..... this is gonna be a mystery ...... I think TO: Let's start pulling out teams back to the Delphyne .........

CMORevvik:
::looks up at the XO:: XO: can you tell me with what?

FCO_Wall:
::wonders whats wrong with the capt::

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Well thnaks chief, I was thinking of building a summer home here but what the heck.  Let's go home.

XO_Grant:
CMO: HE must have turned off the safeties in his exercise program

CEOMadred:
@*XO*: Sir, our repair teams are ready to start returning to the Delphyne ...... the station will be able to stay under its own power.

XO_Grant:
CMO: and was hit hard from behind

CSO_Ryan:
*XO*:We have warp signatures heading out of this system at warp 7 if we go to maximum warp we should be able to catch them they have about a 5 hour head start on us though

CPOTraidr:
::sits in a chair in the CEO's outer officer monitoring the repeater panels::

CTO_Nash:
::wounders how a hollodeck charicter could have nocked out the captian with the safeties on

TO_NaVar:
@:nods to CEO::  *Sec teams:: Prepare to return to the ship.

XO_Grant:
COMM:AT:CEO: very good , complete your investigation then

CPOYang:
@::finishes the feedback cycle of the Field generator and begins to re afix the plating getting ready to move it .....::

TO_NaVar:
@::gets comfirmation from all teams:: Ready to beam out Sir.

CMORevvik:
::shacks head:: XO: this is bad  Medteam: Get him to the medbay, on the double! ::nods to the XO and runs after the team::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Packs up stuff and prepares toleave::

XO_Grant:
CMO:I am going to the bridge now, do all that you can for the Captain

EO_Lefler:
::On bridge monitoring systems. First time on Bridge. Looks new::

FCO_Wall:
*XO*: is the CO going to be alright?

CEOMadred:
@*XO*: Understood ...... *ENG Teams*: Lets pack it up ...... the Station will be on its own power shortly ..........

CMORevvik:
XO ::yelling:: Aye!

XO_Grant:
::observes the security team carrying the Captain out of holodeck, followed by CMO::

CEOMadred:
@::moves out of the Station OPS Center with the TO and OPS right behind him, giving a nod to the station administrator who looks terribly grateful::

TO_NaVar:
@CEO: I'll have the security teams beam out later sir.

XO_Grant:
*FCO*: we will find out soon I hope

CSO_Ryan:
FCO:how long would it take to over take those ships given there present speed and heading if we were to go to maximum warp?

Sci_Psion:
CSO: Perhaps the ship was a mosaic of hardware.  ::initiates scans to determine energy signatures::

CMORevvik:
::follows gurny into TL: TL: sickbay

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:perhaps

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  Was anything missing or stolen from the starbase?

XO_Grant:
::exits holodeck, heads to next TL to return to bridge::

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:hmm

XO_Grant:
::enters TL::

CPOJackso:
@::hears the CEO's com:: *CEO*: Acknowledged .... we will be disconnecting the Field Generator shortly ........ ::gives Yang a smile and thinks about getting to sleep in his own bed tonight ...... and in just a few hours see his daughter::

XO_Grant:
BRidge

CMORevvik:
::it hums queitly then opens to reveal SB::

FCO_Wall:
CSO: ::calculating:: at warp 8 just about 3 hours

CPOYang:
@::sees the look on Jackson's face and smiles inwardly ....... knows what is happennning in his life and is happy for him::

CSO_Ryan:
FCO:lay in a possible intercept course

XO_Grant:
::exits from Tl, enters bridge::

CMORevvik:
::steps out guiding the group toward an empty bio bed::

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Should somebody say goddbye to the nice administrator?

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:some electrical equipment and medical supplies and food

FCO_Wall:
CSO: aye

XO_Grant:
MR.Ryan: report

FCO_Wall:
::course plotted::

CEOMadred:
@::moves down a corridor and takes a right heading for Jackson and Yang:: OPS: I did ...... in my own way .........

TO_NaVar:
@::takes a PADD from one of the security officers and hands it over to CEO:: A list of everything that was missing off the station as far as vital equiptment

CSO_Ryan:
XO:we have residual warp signitures heading out of this system at warp 8 we could over take them in about 3 hours

Sci_Psion:
CSO/CTO: Evidence would suggest a party desperate for survival and repair equipment.

FCO_Wall:
CSO: course laid in and on standby

CPOYang:
@::turns and sees the CEO coming as he finishes disconnecting the Field Generator, stands::  Jackson: Here comes the boss .........

Sci_Psion:
CTO: Perhaps Maquis?

EO_Lefler:
::Notices station is on its own power::

CTO_Nash:
sci:possably

CPOJackso:
@::turns :: Yang: Yep ....... hey, go get an antigrav unit this thing will be a whole lot lighter ......

CSO_Ryan:
XO:i orderd the course laid in

CPOYang:
@::nods to Jackson, and turns moving down the hall::

XO_Grant:
CSO: standby  on that

CTO_Nash:
sci:that sounds like something thay would do

CSO_Ryan:
XO:aye

OPS_Lynam:
@::Follows CEO::

CMORevvik:
::helps put the captain up.:: Steggal: get me a cortical stimulator. ::reaches to the tray and grabs a hypo and injects the CO. ::

TO_NaVar:
@::follows CEO and OPS::

XO_Grant:
CSO: we  must finisth repairs of station and recover our people first

CEOMadred:
@::watches Yang move off and sees Jackson about to disconnect the Field Generator:: Jackson: <hollers> Make sure that is above 90% when you disconnect it .......

CSO_Ryan:
XO: yes sir

CTO_Nash:
Sci:keep that thought in mind

CSO_Ryan:
::moves to take up science 2::

CPOJackso:
@::disconnects the Field Generator from the Station ODN network and stands, turning towards the CEO as he hollers::

Sci_Psion:
CTO: Yes sir.  Along with others.

XO_Grant:
COMM:AT:CEO: how long before you are done on outpost?

CMORevvik:
::watches the vital signs fluctuate irratically:: Steggal: I need that cortical stimulator

CEOMadred:
@:: Moves towards Jackson, as he sees him stand::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: Suddenly the field generator BLOWS

OPS_Lynam:
::@Scans generator output quickly, a sick feeling beginning to rise::

CPOJackso:
@::falls::

Sci_Psion:
CSO:  What type of food was stolen.  Perhaps we could extrapolate the type of species.

TO_NaVar:
@::quickly moves to shield CEO and OPs from the blast::

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:standerd feild rations

CEOMadred:
@::sees the explosion as the CPO is engulfed in flame and starts running::

CMORevvik:
::places the device on his head with a click::

CPOYang:
@::hears the explosion and turns::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: alarms go off

EO_Lefler:
::Notices explosion on surface::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Staggers::

XO_Grant:
::sees panel light up::

CEOMadred:
@::tackles the CPO to the ground and tries to smother the flames:: *XO*: Medical emergency ........ two to beam to sickbay ..... we have injuries ...........

CSO_Ryan:
XO:sir sensors just reported that a feild generator exploded on the station

EO_Lefler:
*TRDR* You reading an explosion in the surface field generator?

CPOTraidr:
@::stands there staring::

XO_Grant:
CSO: acknowledged, our people alive?

OPS_Lynam:
@::Sees the CPO and runs after him::

CPOTraidr:
::looks at the EO:: EO: What?

TO_NaVar:
@::hits the ground as shrapnle peppers his back, but he struggles to get up and help out.

CEOMadred:
@::waits for the transport:: *XO*: NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

CSO_Ryan:
XO:it appears that way but there is a large plasma fire down there

FCO_Wall:
::becomes concerned about AT::

XO_Grant:
*transporterroom1: beam up AT

TO_NaVar:
@::tries to struggle to activate fire surpression systems on the station::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Tackles the CPO::

CEOMadred:
@::dematerializes with the CPO under him::

CEOMadred:
::materializes with the CPO in sickbay::

XO_Grant:
<transporterroom1chief>: beams up AT

CMORevvik:
Stegall: now!  ::the device makes him jump, no effect::

CEOMadred:
CMO: Revvik ....... get over here ...... ::carries Jackson to a bio-bed::

Sci_Psion:
::scans station::

CEOMadred:
::puts the CPO on the bed and moves back as the soot drenches his uniform::

CMORevvik:
::hears Jafo::  CEO: what?  :: gets up ::

XO_Grant:
*CMO*: AT has suffered injured personnel, an explosion

CPOYang:
@::slowly moves back to the Field Generator ....... now black and soot scarred, looks at OPS and TO ..... :: OPS/TO: Sirs?

TO_NaVar:
Com: Delphyne : Fire surpression system active..Plasma fire under control

CMORevvik:
Steggal: you keep the stimulator going  ::runs over to Jackson::

CPOTraidr:
::hears the emergency traffic at the repeater in Main Engineering and wants to leave ..... knowing he should not::  *EO*: What happenned?

FCO_Wall:
:;checks panel and looks up::

XO_Grant:
comm:AT:Navar: acknowledged, do you need more engineers down there?

CEOMadred:
CMO: He was disconnecting a field generator ....... it exploded .........

TO_NaVar:
@:looks at OPs:: Are you ok sir?

CMORevvik:
::soon a large team surrounds Jackson::

CEOMadred:
::huffs and puffs::

EO_Lefler:
*TRDR* Field generator blew. CEO and Yang beamed to sickbay. thats all I know

CMORevvik:
CEO: I need your help, monitor the lifesigns:

CMORevvik:
:pionts to a wall consloe::

EO_Lefler:
*JCKSN* What happened down there?

TO_NaVar:
@ Yang: Do you need help from engineering?

CEOMadred:
::nods to Revvik and moves to the monitor watching the lines that are not moving::

OPS_Lynam:
:;@::Looks at burned hands:: TO: I'll be alright.  Lets get the fires out.

CPOYang:
@::looks blankly at the TO::

XO_Grant:
::curses under his breath::

EO_Lefler:
*YANG* What happened down there?

Sci_Psion:
::keeps working at his computer station::

CPOYang:
@::hears the com come in:: *EO*: Jackson is gone sir ...........

CPOTraidr:
::paces the CEO's office::

CEOMadred:
::watches Revvik work::

FCO_Wall:
XO: ::turns chair and faces Xo::  XO: is today bad luck day for the crew or something?

EO_Lefler:
Da%$!

XO_Grant:
FCO: it is busy day for the CMO

CMORevvik:
::taps a button as the bed's arm covers his chest. hits button.  The body jerk :: CEO: anything?

CEOMadred:
::looks at Revvik blankly::

Sci_Psion:
::keeps scanning and calculating::

CEOMadred:
::looks at his burnt hands and charred clothes::

CMORevvik:
CEO: the vitals!

EO_Lefler:
*YANG* Make sure the generator is safe and beam it up

XO_Grant:
COMM:AT:MR. Lynam, can you finish up mission despite explosion

CEOMadred:
::glances up and snaps out of it, turning ..... :: CMO: No ......... ::watches the vitals::

TO_NaVar:
@::looks over the area to get an istimate on fire damage

FCO_Wall:
XO: id say, i hope everyones alright

CMORevvik:
::increases the shock. trys again:: CEO: now?

CPOYang:
@*EO*: Aye sir ......... ::moves to the destroyed generator and shuts it down ....... as if that needed to be done::

XO_Grant:
*MR.Lefler*:send a damage control team to help finish up the repairs on outpost

CEOMadred:
::watches the monitor as a tear comes to his eye:: CMO; No, nothing ..........

OPS_Lynam:
Comm :XO: Aye sir, things are under control.  We were almost done anyway.  We still need to determine if the station's power supply is online and stable.

Sci_Psion:
CSO/CTO: Scans indicate a medium sized ship that left the trail.

TO_NaVar:
@ OPS: Looks the Engineering teams down here can take care of this. I suggest we get our people back to the ship.

CSO_Ryan:
SCI:acknowleged

CMORevvik:
:watches as the nurses give him hypo's.  Increases by 20%.  ::  CEO:  come on!  anything yet?!?!

EO_Lefler:
XO: Understood sir. Repair Teams on their way

FCO_Wall:
::thinks hates just sitting here at FC not able to help some how::

CEOMadred:
::turns to Revvik and looks down at the body of Jackson ..... his uniform more or less unintelligable from his burned flesh:: CMO: He is gone Revvik .........

CTO_Nash:
sci:acknowleged

XO_Grant:
*MR.Leffler*:cancel sending anymore people

CMORevvik:
::gettig deeper into the struggle::

EO_Lefler:
XO: Order cancelled

CMORevvik:
::increases by 50%:: CEO: I'm not giving up yet.

CPOYang:
@*EO*: The Generator is ready to be beamed aboard sir ...... and permission to return to the ship?  We are done here.

CTO_Nash:
SCI:can you tell what kind of ship

Sci_Psion:
CTO:  Attempting sir.

CMORevvik:
::sits back and just looks at the charred body::

CEOMadred:
::moves to Revvik ..... :: CMO: Revvik ...... Rev ..... he is gone ..........

XO_Grant:
*CMO*: if outpost personnel are ready certify them for duty and send them back to outpost

EO_Lefler:
*YANG* permission granted. Get that generator to Main Engineering. I am sure the chief will like to have a look at it

OPS_Lynam:
@TO: Very well, round up the others and head back.  I'll stay here for a minute

CEOMadred:
::puts his hand on his friends shoulder and looks at the body::

OPS_Lynam:
@Yang:  We ready to go?

Sci_Psion:
CTO: It is mostly federation in signature.  I am attempting to ascertain what other technologies have been married with it.

FCO_Wall:
::swings back around to panel, does a check::

CMORevvik:
*XO* Jackson .............he.. is dead, sir

CPOYang:
@*Delphyne*: One to beam directly to sickbay with a field generator .............

TO_NaVar:
@::rounds up all other security personel and has them beam up to the ship, but stay with Ops.::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Picks up tricorder::

CTO_Nash:
SCI:Aknowlaged

XO_Grant:
*CMO*:acknowledged, he was a good man. we will miss him

CEOMadred:
::moves to the bed Jackson lays on and reaches out with his hand ...... closing the Bolians eyes::

CMORevvik:
<Steggal> CMO: sir.  The Captain is comming back......


CPOYang:
@::dematerializes witht he generator from the surface::

CTO_Nash:
SCI:have you got anything new yet

CPOYang:
::and rematerializes with it in Main Engineering ...... takes one look at Traidrer and collapses::

XO_Grant:
::notices that more AT personnel and equipment beam back to ship::

TO_NaVar:
@OPS: Ready to leave when you are sir.

CPOTraidr:
::moves to help Yang up and stares at the Field Generator ...... is that what that was?::

CMORevvik:
Stegg: don't bring him to conciousness yet.  It wouldn't be safe

OPS_Lynam:
@::Notices NaVar is wounded:: TO: Looks like you betterhead to sickbay too ensiggn.

XO_Grant:
MR.Lefler: preserve that generator in case we have to hold an inquiry

CMORevvik:
::stands up looking at the body::

Sci_Psion:
CTO: Negative sir.

CEOMadred:
::looks at Revvik and adjusts his uniform tunic ...... what's left of it::

CMORevvik:
::walks to the closet and pulls out a body bag::

XO_Grant:
MR. Lefler: have it sequestered in a cargo bay

TO_NaVar:
@ OPS: With all due respect sir, I can't leave til you leave.

EO_Lefler:
XO: I have had it beamed to Main Engineering for invetigation

EO_Lefler:
XO: Will move it if you wish sit

OPS_Lynam:
@::Winces at the pain in hands.  TO: Well then, let's all go to sickbay.

CTO_Nash:
SCI:track the trail to the ship if possabal

TO_NaVar:
@::stands ready to beam out::

XO_Grant:
MR.Lefler:good enough just don't reuse anyparts until it is released

Sci_Psion:
CTO: Aye sir.

CEOMadred:
::stands back fromt he bio bed and stares at the closed eyes of the Senior Chief Petty Officer ....... one of the best ........ and remembers his daughter was due to come aboard shortly::

OPS_Lynam:
@Comm: Delphyne: Two to beam up.

CEOMadred:
<the>

EO_Lefler:
XO: Understood

Sci_Psion:
::scans with long range sensors::

CEOMadred:
CMO: Wait ........ don't cover his body yet.

XO_Grant:
COMM:AT:OPS: acknowledged

CMORevvik:
::looks at the CEO:: CEO: ok.....

CEOMadred:
::moves to the side of the bio bed and looks at the remains of the field utitlity pants Jackson was wearing::

XO_Grant:
<transporterroom1chief>:beams up last two persons

CEOMadred:
::pats the large pocket on the side of the pants, and hears a metallic click::

CMORevvik:
::moves closer to the CEO looking what he is doing::

TO_NaVar:
::materializes in the TR:: *CTO* NaVar to CTO Bridges, all AT aboard. Reporting to sickbay.

OPS_Lynam (Sound - Transporter.wav):

EO_Lefler:
*TRDR* secure the generator but don't mess with it for now

CEOMadred:
::reches into the pocket and pulls out a data PADD ....... activating the touch screen ..... it shows a deeply charred image of his Jackson's daughter::

XO_Grant:
COMM:OutpostDaniels07:Shawn, I hope we gave you enough help for now but we will continue our investigation

CEOMadred:
CMO: Okay ...... he is all yours ....... ::takes the PADD and steps back::

Sci_Psion:
CTO:  Apologies sir...I am unable to offer much more information.

CTO_Nash:
*to*Aknowlaged

ACTDNicke:
COMM:<shawn>XO: yes , thank you....we will also....i hope your personnel are alright....

CPOTraidr:
*EO*: Understood ....... ::helps Yang into a chair and then sets up a forcefield aroudn the generator::

FCO_Wall:
::looks over panel, has concerned look on his face::

OPS_Lynam:
::Appears in TR.  Walks slowly toward SB examining the charred tricorder.::

XO_Grant:
::sees that outpost personnel have returned to outpost::

TO_NaVar:
::moves to sickbay with OPS::

CMORevvik:
::nods, with the help of other technitions the body is covered and slid into a temporary storage::

CTO_Nash:
SCI:no apologies nesasarie

CEOMadred:
::moves over to where the Captain lays:: Self:: How do you do it, sir?  How do you deal with these things?

CMORevvik:
CEO: I think you should take a while off duty...

XO_Grant:
COMM:OUtpostdaniel07:shawn, unfortunately one dead but your concern is appreciated

CPOYang:
::looks at Traidrer blankly:: Traidrer: What happenned?

OPS_Lynam:
::Shows TO the metal stylus imbedded in the tricorder.  Obviously blown off the CPO's body in the explosion::

ACTDNicke:
COMM:<shawn>XO: my condolenses sir

TO_NaVar:
::enters Sickbay and stands off to the side, leaning his shoulder against the wall, his back peppered with metal fragments stickingout of his skin::

CEOMadred:
::looks at the CMO:: CMO: Perhaps, you are right ........ ::looks at the body bag::

XO_Grant:
COMM:shawn: thank you

CEOMadred:
::watches the technicians move the body bag to storage::

XO_Grant:
FCO: lets investigate that trail of yours, warp 8

EO_Lefler:
::sits at Eng station. Astonshed by what just happened::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Arrives at SB, sees the bag.  Sags against a bio bed.::

FCO_Wall:
XO: aye sir

CPOTraidr:
Yang: There was an explosion ...... ::looks Yang up and down noticing no marks on him:: ....... Jackson was caught in it.

TO_NaVar:
::nods to OPS:: Might wish...to give that to the chief.

FCO_Wall:
::engages warp::

OPS_Lynam:
Self: Damn...


CEOMadred:
::holds the data PADD close to his chest::

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><
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